
Otters hold hands when they
sleep in water.                   

Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes
to make all the tall letters touch the top line.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.
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Bu  er  ies can  as e wi       
  eir  ee .                         

Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes
to make all the tall letters touch the top line.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.
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Tall Letters
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 loth  are t e sl   est l n       
a im l.                              

Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes
to make all the letters sit on the bottom line.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.

S s h ow a 
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Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes
to make all the letters start at or just below the
middle line.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.
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Floating Letters

Short Letters/Dotted Line



F og  dri   w  er throu        
   eir   in!                         

Circle all the letters that are too small in blue.1.
Circle all the letters that are too big in red. 2.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes
to make the letters the right size.

3.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!4.
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Ele ha ts fla  t ei  ea s t        
cool t eir  od  in hot  eat er.   
                                        
                                        
.

Circle all the letters that are too small in blue.1.
Circle all the letters that are too big in red. 2.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes
to make the letters the right size.

3.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!4.
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Mixed Letter Sizes



Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the
mistakes to make the falling letters “go
under” the bottom line.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.
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Did  ou know that  iant  andas   
are ha     eatin   ust bamboo    
ever  sin le da ?                     
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Falling Letters
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Did  ou know that  en uins are   
 reat at usin  their win s and    
fli  ers for swimmin ,  um in     
and divin  but not fl in ?        

Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the
mistakes to make the falling letters “go
under” the bottom line.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.
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Falling Letters



Did  ou kno  that the tongue of  
a ch meleon can be lon er than  
its whole  ody? The  can al o    
mo e each e e in dif erent       
di ections, allowing   em to look  
at two t ings at o ce.               

Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes2.
HINT: There are 15 mistakes.
 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.
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Mixed Errors - Advanced


